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Line Command

1. ss (leadership? or fcl)(2n) (train ? or develop? or skill? or manual? or guide? or handbook? or curricul? or course? or class? or seminar? or workshop? or program? or educat? or teach? or instruct? or material? or resource?/ti,eng

2. ss leadership()training/de,eng or leadership (1n)educat?/de,eng


4. ss s3 and (s1 or s2)
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1 NAL Call No: 275.29 W27M1
4-H leadership project.
Murphy, E.G.
Pullman, Wash. : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Teaching materials

2 NAL Call No: 275.29 W27M1
4-H leadership project.
Murphy, E.G.
Pullman, Wash. : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Leadership

3 NAL Call No: S533.F66F43
The 4-H meeting.
Barkman, S.; Bouyer, C.J.
Lafayette, Ind. : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Youth programs; Conferences; Planning; Leadership training

4 NAL Call No: 275.29 M68EXT
4-H officers handbook.
State College, Miss. : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Discussion groups; Conferences

5 NAL Call No: S533.F66F43
4-H program planning.
Barkman, S.; Bouyer, C.J.
Lafayette, Ind. : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Youth programs; Planning; Membership; Leadership training

6 NAL Call No: HQ796.07
4-H teen leadership development in Nebraska.
Orr, John D.; Gobeli, Virginia C.
Language: English
Descriptors: Youth; Nebraska; Life skills guide; Leadership; 4-H clubs
Abstract: This study was designed to document the level youth feel the Nebraska 4-H Program provides meaningful involvement in teen leadership development empowerment. It is a documentation and evaluation of the implementation of the philosophy that teens are a resource in the 4-H programs and activities designed for that purpose. The findings indicate that teens perceive 4-H activities contributing to the development of specific leadership life skill. Teens in the study feel direct ownership involvement and empowered in 4-H program decision-making. An exciting discovery of the study was that teens perceived these activities as youth participation where they worked with adults who felt that teens were responsible and can make capable contributions to 4-H. Four H is perceived by teens to provide meaningful and enjoyable leadership opportunities. Finally, 4-Hers in this study felt good about themselves as indicated by the Piers Harris Self Concept Scale.

7 NAL Call No: 275.29 SO853
4-H'er asks: 'What is leadership?'.
Frericks, B.
Language: English
Descriptors: South Dakota; 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Self concept; Interpersonal relations
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Adapting the FFA in urban programs.
Mulcahy, J.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Leadership training; Agriculture

9  NAL Call No: HD1401.J68
Agribusiness curricula and rural leadership.
Miller, B.R.; McNamara, K.T.
Language: English
Descriptors: Business; Leadership training; Agricultural education; Curriculum; Graduate study

10   NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Agricultural education and FFA, leadership for whom?
Coffey, D.M.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: Clubs; Agricultural education; Leadership

11   NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Agricultural education: First twenty-five years of the third millennium.
Powers, L.; Walson, F.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Biotechnology; Teacher training; Curriculum; Program development; Educational resources; Leadership; Public schools

12   NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Agricultural education model.
Cox, D.E.; McCormick, F.G.; Miller, G.M.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Vocational training; Secondary education; Literacy; Leadership training; Educational planning

13   NAL Call No: HN79.A14R87
Agriculture leadership project provides leadership and communication skills for 20 Michigan farmers.
Rorabaugh, T.; Lindquist, G.
Ames, Iowa : North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.
Language: English
Descriptors: Michigan; Leadership training; Communication skills; Farmers; Extension

14   NAL Call No: S5443.A2R47
Alabama's minority trainer of trainers program.
Zabawa, R.
Auburn University, Ala. : Alabama Cooperative Extension Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: Minorities; Leadership training

15   NAL Call No: S533.F66462 1988
Assessing the impact of 4-H programs on leadership/citizenship skills development, Kansas preliminary evaluation report of the 4-H education program on economics decision making, 1983-84.
(Preliminary evaluation report of the 4-H education program on economics decision making, 1983-84.)
Apel, Dale
S.l. : s.n.,
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-H clubs; Economics

16   NAL Call No: HM141.L42
Be a better leader a leadership development curriculum.
Dumschat, John F.
New Jersey Leadership Training and Development Committee, Rutgers University, Cooperative Extension Service, New Jersey Agricultural Experience
Leadership Development

Abstract: This curriculum is a six session leadership course designed to be taught as a series. Subjects covered are increasing personal leadership skills, developing personal organizational skills, interpersonal relations, organizational structure, leading a meeting, and decision making and problem solving.

Language: English

Descriptors: Leadership; Decision-making

17 NAL Call No: S541.5.O3O54
The big picture of LEAD, "leadership" and a new world view.
Ernst, S.
Wooster, Ohio : The Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: Ohio; Leadership training; Agricultural education; Curriculum

18 NAL Call No: HD2745.S92
Building a better board a guide to effective leadership.
Swanson, Andrew,
Washington, D.C. : Taft Corp.,

Language: English

Descriptors: Directors of corporations; Executive ability

19 NAL Call No: HC107.A13A6
Building a bridge to college.
Hoffman, C.

Language: English

Descriptors: West Virginia; Leadership training; Educational planning; College programs; Mountain areas

20 NAL Call No: S544.3.A2R47
Building a leadership base in rural Alabama.
McCord, R.W.
Auburn, Ala. : The Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: Alabama; Leadership training; Rural areas

21 NAL Call No: 275.28 J82
Building community leadership: agents see local impacts of leadership training.
Langone, C.A.
Madison, Wis. : Extension Journal.

Language: English

Descriptors: Georgia; Leadership training; Rural communities; Extension; Educational programs

22 NAL Call No: HN49.C6J6
Building intercommunity cooperation.
Wells, B.L.
Superior, Wis. : University of Wisconsin.

Language: English

Descriptors: Iowa; Rural communities; Community development; Cooperation; Towns; Community programs; Leadership training; Development planning

Abstract: The long-term viability of many rural communities depends on the adoption of innovative institutional arrangements. This paper focuses specifically on the development of multicommmunity clusters as an institutional innovation whereby neighboring communities cooperate rather than compete with each other. Principles for promoting the growth of cooperation are integrated into the curriculum of a multicommmunity leadership program. A combination action-learning/action-research framework is recommended so that community developers can implement multicommmunity programs while simultaneously contributing to the knowledge base needed to guide such programs.
Quick Bibliography Series

23 NAL Call No: S451.P44P45
Building leadership.
Martz, E.C.
University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State University.
Penn State agriculture. p. 16-18; 1990.
Language: English
Descriptors: Pennsylvania; Rural areas; Rural development; Leadership training

24 NAL Call No: 1 EX892EX
Building minority leaders!
Janey, J.P.; Williams, O.M.
Language: English
Descriptors: Virginia; Leadership training; Minorities; Blacks; Workshops (programs); Cooperative extension service

25 NAL Call No: S544.3.A2R47
Center offers leadership development for Alabama government officials.
Spindler, C.
Auburn University, Ala.: Alabama Cooperative Extension Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: Alabama; Cabt; Leadership training; Extension education; Local government; Community development

26 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
The challenge to lead motivates nontraditional students.
D’Haem, J.; Krueger, D.
Henry, Ill.: The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: Michigan; Agricultural education; Motivation; Leadership training

27 NAL Call No: aSD11.U56
Characteristics and training needs of New Hampshire’s local conservation decision makers.
Hallett, M.E.; Hodges, D.G.; Luloff, A.E.
Radnor, Pa.: Northeastern Forest Experiment Station.
Language: English
Descriptors: New Hampshire; Cabt; Environmental education; Natural resources; Local government; Leadership training; Individual characteristics; Land use; Water resources; Law; Development

28 NAL Call No: RJ499.A1J57
Cognitive correlates of adolescents’ aspirations to leadership: a developmental study.
Singer, M.
Language: English
Descriptors: New Zealand; Adolescents; Leadership; Aspirations; Age differences; Sex differences

Abstract: The study examined age and gender differences in leadership aspirations among teenage adolescents. It was hypothesized that adolescents’ valence, self-efficacy and attribution perceptions about leadership would be predictive of their aspirations to leadership. Altogether 52 fourth form and 78 seventh form high school students completed a questionnaire measuring (a) overall leadership aspirations, (b) 13 valence-instrumentality expectancies for 13 leadership outcomes, (c) self-efficacy perceptions, and (d) attributions of effective leadership. The results revealed significant gender differences in valence scores and significant age differences in self-efficacy and attribution measures. Regression analyses indicated that fourth formers’ leadership aspirations were significantly predicted from their “ease-of-success” self-efficacy expectation; whereas seventh formers from either valence perceptions (males) or self-efficacy and attribution scores (females). These results were discussed in the context of the valence and self-efficacy models of career decision-making processes and attribution theory.

29 N ‘L Call No: HT101.S52
Collaboration and community: how Small Towns in the Dakotas organized for leadership and economic development.
Leadership Development

Moen, J.K.; Nesvig, K.
Ellensburg, Wash.: Small Towns Institute.

Language: English

Descriptors: North Dakota; Cabt; South Dakota; Cabt; Towns; Leadership; Economic development; Rural communities

Community and economic development resources: NDSU Extension Service and NDSU Experiment Station.
Naze, D.W.; Anderson, R.
Fargo, N.D.: The University.

Language: English

Descriptors: North Dakota; Community programs; Public services; Economic development; Bibliographies; Small businesses; Alternative farming; Home-based businesses; Leadership training; Human resources

Community leadership development implications for extension.
National Extension Task Force on Community Leadership
University Park, Pa.: Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development, [1986?].
36 p. : ill., forms ; 28 cm.

Language: English

Descriptors: Community leadership; Study and teaching; United States; Community development: United States

Community leadership training programs for the active retired.
Schultz, C.M.
Washington, D.C.: American Association for Adult & Continuing Education.

Language: English

Descriptors: Leadership training; Retired people; Volunteers; Educational programs; Personnel management

Abstract: A well-designed educational program is described that encourages retirees to assume community leadership roles. This group of individuals bring with them a wealth of experience and are not bound by time constraints or expectations of paid employment. The article elaborates on three areas of community leadership: focus, past history and preparation.

Community-based leadership programs can succeed.
Simon, C.M.
Auburn University, Ala.: Alabama Cooperative Extension Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: Alabama; Cabt; Leadership training; Community development; Local government; Community education; Community programs

Computer simulations in games for training in irrigation management.
Dempster, J.M.; Marsden, S.L.; Smout, I.K.

Language: English

Descriptors: Uk; Irrigation systems; Operation; Management games; Management education; Computer simulation; Managers; Leadership training; Simulation models; Computer hardware; Computer software

Congratulations! You are elected!
Hancook, A.
West Lafayette, Ind.: The Service.
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HE - Purdue University, Cooperative Extension Service (337): 7 p. ill; 1985 Jun. Includes references.

Language: English

Descriptors: Extension activities; Leadership training

37 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Cooperation ... a different twist.
Miller, J.P.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Leadership training; 4-h clubs

38 NAL Call No: S544.3.N7A45
Cornell Institute teaches politics to farm leaders.
Shulman, M.
Batavia, N.Y. : Agricultural Div. of Coop Extension, Four Western Plain Counties, N.Y. State.
Ag impact v. 16 (8): p. 6; 1989 Aug.

Language: English

Descriptors: New York; District of Columbia; Washington; Leadership training; Lobbying; Marketing techniques; Field trips; Agriculture; Agricultural products

39 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
The Council, the Summit: the challenge of change.
Pope, J.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Vocational training; Conferences; Educational planning; Goals; Objectives; Action research; Leadership training

40 NAL Call No: HC106.8.E25
Creating a leadership development program for business and community leaders.
Eason, L.A.; Slater, R.

Language: English

Descriptors: Georgia; Leadership training; Volunteers; Program development; Program evaluation; Program participants

41 NAL Call No: NBULD3656 1990 G687
Degree of emphasis and curriculum locations of current and future leadership skill development in Nebraska high schools. (University of Nebraska, Lincoln thesis : Agricultural Education.)
Gotschall, Matthew Ray
1990.

iv, 82 leaves ; cm. Includes bibliographical references.

Language: English

Descriptors: Leadership; High schools

42 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Developing effective adult agricultural leaders.
Horner, J.T.; Biezek, A.G.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Adult education; Leadership training; Agriculture; 4-h clubs

43 NAL Call No: S533.F66L432
Developing Jr. leadership in 4-H.
Cherellia, B.O.
Auburn, Ala. : The Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Leadership training

44 NAL Call No: S544.3.V8V52
Developing local community leaders.
Dyer, D.A.; Williams, O.M.
Blacksburg, Va. : Extension Division, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Language: English

Descriptors: Virginia; Community development; Leadership training; Teaching materials; Communication skills
Leadership Development

Abstract: This guide provides useful information for the successful development of local leaders. Written in layman's language it explores leadership concepts, definitions, effectiveness factors and developing and assessing leadership abilities.

45 NAL Call No: I EX892EX
Developing local leaders.
Graves, L.
Language: English
Descriptors: Mississippi; Extension; Community development; Leadership training

46 NAL Call No: HN49.C6J6
Developing local leaders: results of a structured learning experience.
Bolton, E.B.
Superior, Wis.: University of Wisconsin.
Language: English
Descriptors: Florida; Leadership training; Community development; Extension; Social participation; Program development

Abstract: This study reports on the outcomes of a leadership program designed to develop a cadre of local leaders in voluntary associations to be active in identifying and resolving local and regional issues. The analytical method selected was a pre-experiment design using the one-group pretest-posttest procedure. Knowledge gains of participants showed statistically significant differences at the posttest. Gains in the capability to use knowledge and self-confidence as a leader were positive, but only a small number of the measures used were statistically significant. The outcomes show that members of voluntary associations gained in terms of their knowledge of leadership but evidenced limited improvement in their capability and self-confidence to use the skills in contexts within the community. The implications for community development practitioners are: (1) voluntary associations are an important means of recruiting and developing local leaders; and (2) extension home economics programs that focus on broad issues, as opposed to disseminating traditional subject matter, perform a vital community development role.

47 NAL Call No: S533.D56 1987
Heasley, Daryl K., W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Language: English
Descriptors: Agriculture; Study and teaching; United States; Community leadership; Study and teaching; United States; Community leadership; United States; Directories

48 NAL Call No: HN49.C6J6
Does leadership development intervene in the relationship between public affairs participation and socioeconomic status?
Martin, K.E.; Wilkinson, K.P.
Athens, Ga.: The University of Georgia.
Language: English
Descriptors: Pennsylvania; Adults; Citizen participation; Socioeconomic status; Leadership

49 NAL Call No: HC107A13A6
Dr. Hanoch McCarty: "Self-esteem is self-respect".
Language: English
Descriptors: Children; Self esteem; Leadership training

50 NAL Call No: S530.A4
The economic impact of Oregon agricultural science and technology programs.
Cole, R.L.; Connell, D.P.
Carbondale, Ill.: American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture.
Language: English
Descriptors: Oregon; Agricultural education; Sec-
Quick Bibliography Series

51 NAL Call No: HD1401.J68
Economic leadership in community development.
White, F.C.; Clifton, J.D.
Includes references.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership training; Community development; Economic growth

52 NAL Call No: HN79.A14R87
Educational program helps build leadership skills.
Ames, Iowa: North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.
Language: English
Descriptors: Rural development; Leadership; Educational programs; Extension activities; Curriculum

53 NAL Call No: SD143.S64
Educational requisites for leadership in multi-resource forest land management.
Cooper, A.W.
Bethesda, Md.: The Society.
Language: English
Descriptors: Forest management; Natural resources; Resource management; Educational reform

54 NAL Call No: NBULD3656 1992 B4767
The effect of leadership class instruction on selected attitudes of Fairbury High School students.
(Brtern of Nebraska, Lincoln thesis: Agricultural Education.)
Berns, Keith D.
vii, 66 leaves: ill.; 28 cm. Includes bibliographical references.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership; High school students

55 NAL Call No: 275.293 G29
Emerging leaders trained to make a difference.
Long, S. (ed.)
Macon, Ga.: Georgia Farm Bureau Federation.
Language: English
Descriptors: Georgia; Leadership training; Community involvement; Women

56 NAL Call No: 275.29 F22
Emerging leadership models: implications for public policy education.
Rogers, J.L.
Oak Brook, Ill.: Farm Foundation.
Language: English
Descriptors: Policy; Education; Models; Leadership; Beliefs; Public sector

57 NAL Call No: 275.28 J82
Empowering volunteers through involvement.
Balliette, J.; Smith, M.G.
Madison, Wis.: Extension Journal.
Language: English
Descriptors: Nevada; Volunteers; 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Labor turnover; Prevention; Program development

Abstract: A Nevada county agent implemented a program designed to not only increase volunteer involvement, but to also retain volunteers. Working with area 4-H leaders, a 4-H leaders' manual called "Welcome to 4-H" was written and tested. Extension staff and volunteer 4-H leaders cooperated in developing the publication with heavy emphasis placed on volunteer leaders writing portions of the manual and reviewing drafts of the publication. Volunteer leaders provided valuable input and had learned to work toward a common goal by the time the publication was completed. Other Extension services may achieve program success through this process of empowering leaders.
Leadership Development

58 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Enhancing leadership skills through mentoring.
Peters, J.L.
Henry, Ill.: The Magazine.
The Agricultural education magazine v. 64 (5): p. 7-9; 1991 Nov. Includes references.
Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural education; Leadership training

59 NAL Call No: A00026
Enhancing the project meeting experience: a study of the impact of leader training on two levels in Bennett's Hierarchy.
Astroth, K.A.
Fort Worth, Tex.: The Association.
Language: English
Descriptors: Kansas; Leadership training; Workshops (programs); 4-h clubs; Volunteers; Program evaluation

Abstract: In the winter of 1984, a study of 163 project leaders was conducted to measure the impact of intensive, one-day, multi-county training sessions on KASA and practice change. Two surveys were used in a program dubbed the Reflective Evaluation and Appraisal Project (REAP). REAP 1 was distributed immediately following the training while REAP 2 was mailed to a random sample of the original participants six months later. A 7-point rating scale (1=low and 7=high) was used. Results showed that leader confidence was high (5.1) as a result of the training and subject matter competence was rated high compared to the previous year (5.0). However, innovative learning strategies were not being incorporated to any great extent by these project leaders, field trips and tours (1.6), local library resources (2.7), audio-visual aids (3.3), and community resource people (4.5). Use of group-building activities by leaders was also relatively low (2.9). Most leaders reported holding at least 5 project meetings between the initial training and the second survey. About 53% reported conducting more than 6 project meetings.

60 NAL Call No: S544.3.A2R47
Establishing community-based leadership programs.
Grady, A.G.
Auburn University, Ala.: Alabama Cooperative Extension Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: Alabama; Cabt; Leadership training; Community development; Community education; Community programs; Community involvement

61 NAL Call No: S916.12F6
Executive leadership of political and social forces in natural resources.
Dunn, W.
Moscow, Idaho: The Station.
Focus on natural renewable resources - University of Idaho, Forest, Wildlife and Range Experiment Station v. 16: p. 4-5; 1991 Aug.
Language: English
Descriptors: Idaho; Resource management; Continuing education; Leadership training

62 NAL Call No: HD1401.J68
Experiences in leadership development by the Kellogg Foundation.
King, G.W.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership training; Educational programs; Rural areas; Program effectiveness; Community development

63 NAL Call No: TC801.166
Experiences with the Irrigation Management Game.
Burton, M.A.
Language: English
Descriptors: Irrigation systems; Leadership training; Management games; Simulation; Water distribution

64 NAL Call No: S533.F66G3
Quick Bibliography Series

An experimental evaluation of resource materials on leadership/delegation for 4-H youth.
Gamon, Julia Andrew
1984.
vi, 138 leaves : ill. ; 29 cm. Typescript (photocopy).

Language: English
Descriptors: 4-H clubs; Leadership; Study and teaching

Abstract: The study evaluated the effectiveness of resource materials on leadership delegation at two state 4-H camps in Iowa in 1983. Also studied was the relationship of member participation and delegated leadership to group drive, cohesiveness and productivity. Preferred leadership styles of youth were measured. According to t-tests, the materials on delegation made a difference in the second camp in group drive and cohesiveness. The materials did not make a difference in productivity in either camp. The Problem-Solving Decision-Making Style Inventory (Hersey-Natemeyer) was used as a pre-test and post-test. Analysis by t-test showed that styles remained stable. Delegation was not one of the preferred styles. Pearson's correlation revealed that measures of group effectiveness-drive, cohesiveness and productivity-were highly and positively intercorrelated. Member participation was positively and moderately related to group effectiveness.

NAL Call No: 275.29 W27PN

Exploring guidebook for leaders.
Corvallis, Or.: The Service.

Language: English
Descriptors: 4-H clubs; Leadership training; Teaching materials; Youth programs

NAL Call No: S544.E97

Extension community leadership programs in the United States report of a survey on community leadership programs conducted by extension throughout the United States.
North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, North Central Regional Interest Network on Community Leadership Programs
Ames, Iowa: North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, Iowa State University of Science and Technology.

Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; United States; Leadership; Agricultural extension work; United States; Community development; United States

67 NAL Call No: HN90.C6N6 no.54

Extension leadership development resources U.S. and Canada bibliography.
1 v. (unpaged) ; 28 cm. (Publication / Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development ; no. 54). Cover title.

Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; Study and teaching; United States; Bibliography; Rural extension; United States; Bibliography

68 NAL Call No: 275.29 AL14

Family community leadership, an opportunity for: personal growth, learning new skills, leadership development, community involvement, working with new people, decision making.

Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership training; Adult education; Extension education

69 NAL Call No: HM134.F33

FCL regional resource notebook, 1983-84.
Culler, Carol J.
Family Community Leadership
Corvallis, Or.: Family Community Leadership, Western Rural Development Center, Oregon State University, [1984?].
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 29 cm. Loose-leaf format. Includes bibliographical references.

Language: English
Descriptors: Group relations training; Community leadership; Small groups
Leadership Development

70 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
The FFA, A pathway to leadership.
Meyer, T.
Henry, Ill. : Agricultural Education Magazine, Inc.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Youth programs; Organizations; Agricultural education; Vocational training; Leadership training

71 NAL Call No: HD38.A2 1988
Formal education of nonprofit organization leaders/managers Academic Focus Group Meeting, Thursday, May 12, 1988, Westin Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Independent Sector (Firm), Effective Sector Leadership/Management Program Academic Focus Group Meeting 1988 : Washington, D.C.
[62] p.; 28 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. [53]).
Language: English
Descriptors: Executives; Corporations, Nonprofit

Abstract: This booklet is a summary of an academic focus group meeting on educational programs with nonprofit leadership, leadership training, and management as primary goals. The seminar was held to 1) examine the possibilities for education of leaders in the private sector, 2) discusses factors which will influence programs in the future, 3) explore leadership training, 4) look at implementation of programs, and 5) develop a network of individuals with an interest in nonprofit management. The major content of the booklet is summaries for each of the workshops held at the symposium.

72 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Four steps to effective leadership.
Legacy, J.; Oyebode R. F.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Leadership training

73 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Good teachers make a difference in leadership.
Thoene, R.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
The Agricultural education magazine v. 64 (5): p. 12, 18; 1991 Nov.
Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural education; Leadership

74 NAL Call No: HM141.S67
Group efficiency training (GET) training programs in leadership and organizational development. (Training programs in leadership and organizational development.)
Sorter, Bruce W.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership training; Civic leaders; Training of; Community leadership; Agricultural extension workers; Training of

75 NAL Call No: 275.29 M36EL
Group efficiency training: training programs for community leadership & organizational development.
College Park, Md. : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership training; Communities

76 NAL Call No: HC107.A13A6
Growing grassroots leadership.
Baldwin, F.; Hawthorne, A.
Language: English
Descriptors: Kentucky; Cabt; Leadership training; Community programs; Community development

77 NAL Call No: SB379.A9A9
Growing leaders for agriculture.
Bailey, J.
Quick Bibliography Series

Carpinteria, Calif.: Rincon Information Management Corporation.

Language: English

Descriptors: California; Agricultural education; Agriculture; Leadership training; Educational grants

78 NAL Call No: F766FI
Hands-on management, the challenge of CS at work.
Harbour, T.C. Jr

Language: English

Descriptors: Leadership training; Decision making; Forest services; Federal programs; Fire control

79 NAL Call No: HM141.H68 1985
How to develop your leadership skills. (Leadership skills), 1985 ed.
Channing L. Bete Co

Language: English

Descriptors: Leadership; Popular works; Leadership; Work sharing; Interpersonal relations; Communication skills

Abstract: Information and suggestions on leadership skills are presented in this easy-to-read 15 page booklet for the general public. Topics briefly described include: a definition of leadership; why one should develop leadership skills; improving communication skills; how to develop team spirit; how to achieve team goals; getting to know workers; treating others as individuals; accepting responsibility; a step-by-step approach to problem solving; self-analysis; and making a self-improvement plan. A checklist and cartoon highlights are included. (mdp)

80 NAL Call No: S533.F66B722
The Idaho 4-H leadership development workshop, its development and evaluation.
Bramwell, K. A.
s.l.: s.n.;
44, [9] leaves ; 28 cm. Title from accompanying abstract.

Language: English

Descriptors: 4-H clubs; Idaho; Leadership

Abstract: The Idaho 4-H Leadership Development Workshop is a leader training program designed to provide a comprehensive understanding of the 4-H program and to teach the leadership skills necessary to successfully lead a 4-H club. The purpose is to solve some of the chronic problems in the 4-H program; i.e., the drop out rate of leaders and youth, low project completion rates, and low participation in some of the activities and programs. An evaluation was conducted to determine if the workshop provided information necessary to impact the problems. Descriptive data, ratings of the perceived increase in knowledge and understanding of course concepts, and course evaluation data were analyzed. Findings indicate the workshop may have the potential to provide the education necessary to help solve the chronic problems found in the 4-H program.

81 NAL Call No: HN79.A14R87
Illinois and Missouri FCL graduates become citizens of Bedford Falls in community simulation game.
St Clair, C.
Ames, Iowa: North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.

Language: English

Descriptors: Illinois; Missouri; Community development; Community programs; Simulation; Leadership training

82 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Impact of leadership development in vocational agriculture.
Cole, L.; Durfee, R.
Henry, Ill.: The Magazine.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Leadership training

83 NAL Call No: S530.A4
Impact of vocational agriculture/FFA on community leadership.
Brannon, T.; Holloway, C.W.; Key, J.P.
Leadership Development


Language: English

Descriptors: Agricultural education; Vocational training; Leadership training; Social impact; Program participants; Descriptive statistics

84 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Increasing the leadership impact of the officer team.
Woodard, J.R.; Herren, R.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.

Language: English

Descriptors: Clubs; Agricultural education; Leadership

85 NAL Call No: S533.F66N42
Involving youth as resources: Montana Teen Leader College.
Astroth, K.A.; Lindstrom, J.O.
Chevy Chase, Md. : National Association of Extension 4-H Agents.

Language: English

Descriptors: Montana; Adolescents; Leadership; Skills; Leadership training; Human resources; Educational programs; 4-H clubs

Abstract: Montana Teen Leader College (TLC) is a new program created to provide adolescents with improved leadership skills. The goal of TLC is to train youth leaders to be effective, competent, and capable 4-H project leaders and assistant organizational leaders. The authors suggest that given the opportunity, teens possessing leadership skills can make significant contributions to society.

86 NAL Call No: FICHE S-72
Kentucky's youth safety leadership seminars.
Turner, G.M.; Piercy, L.R.

Language: English

Descriptors: Kentucky

87 NAL Call No: S443.3.A2R47
Lamar County 2000: developing a county-wide leadership training program.
Dowdle, J.
Auburn University, Ala. : Alabama Cooperative Extension Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: Alabama; Clubs; Leadership training; Community development; Extension education; Local government; Community education; Community programs

88 NAL Call No: S95.E2
Leaders for the future-grow your own!
Fadden, S.; Earle, B.O.

Language: English

Descriptors: New York; Agricultural colleges; Leadership training

89 NAL Call No: 275.29 11158B
Leaders have several options.
Ferris, M.

Language: English

Descriptors: Leadership training; Management skills

90 NAL Call No: 275.9 N213
Leadership and communications in an agribusiness curriculum.
Hawkins, M.; Dymond, J.
Urbana, Ill. : National Association of Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture.
Leadership and personal development abilities possessed by high school seniors who are members in superior and non-superior FFA chapters, and by seniors who were never enrolled in vocational agriculture.

Ricketts, S.C.; Newcomb, L.H.
Mississippi State, Miss. : The Association.

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Youth programs; Leadership training; Organizational development

Leadership and youth.
Rankin, R.D.
Henry, Ill. : The Agricultural Education Magazine, Inc., 1980-

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Cabt; Leadership training; 4-h clubs; Youth programs; Child development

Leadership class gets diverse training (Project CENTRL, Arizona program for rural leadership training for service in agricultural organizations, civic groups and government). Tucson, Ariz. : College of Agriculture, University of Arizona.

Leadership and youth.
Rankin, R.D.
Henry, Ill. : The Agricultural Education Magazine, Inc., 1980-

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Cabt; Leadership training; 4-h clubs; Youth programs; Child development

Leadership development: a program that helps more students lead.
New York, N.Y. : Scholastic, Inc.

Language: English
Descriptors: Texas; School children; Secondary education; Leadership; Skills; Development; Role models; Workshops (programs); Home economics

Leadership development in a metropolitan area.
Blair, S.S.
Auburn University, Ala. : Alabama Cooperative Extension Service.

Language: English
Leadership Development

Descriptors: Alabama; Cabt; Leadership training; Urban areas; Community education; Community development

98 Leadership development internship.
Cox, D.E.
Henry, Ill. : Agricultural Education Magazine, Inc.
Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural education; Vocational training; Teachers; Youth programs; Leadership

99 Leadership development: the impact of a home economics program.
Bolton, E.B.
Language: English
Descriptors: Florida; Leadership; Development; Skills; Knowledge; Attitudes; Home economics education; Program development; Curriculum; Leadership training; Target groups; Program evaluation; Cooperative extension service

100 Leadership development: why we need it and how we get it.
Blount, W.
Auburn University, Ala. : Alabama Cooperative Extension Service,.
Language: English
Descriptors: Alabama; Cabt; Leadership training; Community development; Community education

101 Leadership education '87 a source book for those planning programs and teaching courses in leadership.
Clark, Miriam B.; Freeman, Frank H.; Britt, Sara K.
Center for Creative Leadership
Greensboro, N.C. : Center for Creative Leadership, [1987].

1 v. (loose-leaf) ; 30 cm. Includes bibliographies.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership; Leadership; Study and teaching

102 Leadership enhancement for the active retired a community leadership training manual. (Community leadership training manual.)
Schultz, Carol M.; Olson, Philip
University of Missouri-Kansas City, Center on Rural Elderly
Kansas City, Mo. : Center on Rural Elderly,.
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 29 cm. With separate appendix of resource materials. Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-196).
Language: English
Descriptors: Educational leadership; Retirement communities

103 Leadership for economic development: an intensive approach.
Forney, J.; Woolbright, C.
Auburn University, Ala. : Alabama Cooperative Extension Service,.
Language: English
Descriptors: Economic development; Leadership

104 Leadership for the 1990s: Louisiana family community leadership.
Overstreet, K.B.; Bivin, R.J.
Baton Rouge, La.? : The Service.
Language: English
Descriptors: Louisiana; Women; Leadership training; Extension education

105 Leadership for the 21st century.
Miles, C.S.; Anderson, C.L.
Quick Bibliography Series

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Leadership; Education; Colleges; College curriculum; Society; Social participation

106 NAL Call No: S544.3.V8V52
Leadership in groups and organizations: a Virginia Cooperative Extension Service correspondence course.

Language: English

Descriptors: Virginia; Leadership training; Correspondence courses; Cooperative extension service; Decision making; Conflict; Motivation; Communication; Team teaching; Community involvement; Change

Abstract: This textbook is part of a Virginia Cooperative Extension Service Correspondence Course. The book is divided into four chapters that address organizations and leadership, the leadership function, leadership and membership, and applying leadership in the community. Topics covered include decision making, management conflicts, meetings, motivation, communication, and team building. Test questions, exercises and bibliographies are provided for each chapter.

107 NAL Call No: 275.29 SO853
Leadership: making dreams reality.
Wells, S.

Language: English

Descriptors: South Dakota; 4-h clubs; Leadership training

108 NAL Call No: S544.5.A17W74
Leadership skills for success.
Boldt, W.

Language: English

Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Children

109 NAL Call No: HD6054.3.M36
Leadership skills for women.
Manning, Marilyn Jakad; Haddock, Patricia
Los Altos, Calif.: Crisp Publications., iii, 65 p. : ill. ; 26 cm. (The Fifty-Minute series). Includes bibliographical references (p. 65).

Language: English

Descriptors: Women executives; Leadership

110 NAL Call No: HN49.C6F4
Leadership theory-practice linkages in community leadership development the case of the Cooperative Extension Service.
Fear, Frank A.; Thullen, Manfred; Vandenberg, Lela
Michigan State University, Agricultural Experiment Station
East Lansing?: Dept. of Resource Development, Michigan State University?, 1987?

Language: English

Descriptors: Community leadership; Community development; Leadership

111 NAL Call No: S544.3.A2R47
Leadership, the civic sense.
Walker, T.
Auburn, Ala.: The Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: South eastern states of U.S.A.; Cooperative extension service; Leadership training

112 NAL Call No: 275.28 J82
Leadership skills for success.
Penrod, K.
Quick Bibliography Series

**Language:** English

**Descriptors:** Career development; Employees

121 NAL Call No: 280.8 J824
A new approach to management training.
Shaffer, B.
Costa Mesa, Calif. : A.C. Croft.

**Language:** English

**Descriptors:** California; Managers; Leadership training; Program development

**Abstract:** California's County of Orange faced increasing community expectations for service at a time when revenues were limited by a state proposition. The county responded by developing a management training program, and using internal resources kept the cost to about $75 per participant.

122 NAL Call No: S451.P4P45
New faces, new places, today's 4-H youth programs are making a difference in urban areas.
Avery, B.C.
University Park, Pa. : Pennsylvania State University.

**Language:** English

**Descriptors:** Pennsylvania; Leadership training; Cities; 4-h clubs

123 NAL Call No: S103.E2A37
OALP goal: training the best of the best.
Keating, B.
Stillwater, Okla. : The Station.
Agriculture at OSU - Oklahoma State University,
Agricultural Experiment Station v. 22 (2): p. 4-5; 1992.

**Language:** English

**Descriptors:** Oklahoma; Leadership training; Agricultural production; Agribusiness; Industry; Extension education

124 NAL Call No: S1.T49
Occupational status and educational needs of graduates from the college of agricultural sciences, Texas Tech University, 1971-1986.
Eggenberger, L.; Cepica, M.
Canyon, Tex. : The Consortium.

**Language:** English

**Descriptors:** Texas; Graduates; Agricultural education; Occupational status; Consumer attitudes; Questionnaires; Agribusiness; Agricultural manpower; Computers; College curriculum; Leadership training; International trade; Advisory centers; Advisory officers; Marketing

125 NAL Call No: S533.F66K85
Ohio 4-H agents' and volunteer leaders' perceptions of the volunteer leadership development program.
Kwarteng, Joseph A.
c1985.

**Language:** English

**Descriptors:** 4-H clubs; Ohio; Leadership; Voluntarism

**Abstract:** This study considered the perceptions of 4-H agents and volunteer leaders in areas identified under the volunteer leadership development program: recruiting, training, motivations, recognition, retention, and supervision. The populations were Extension 4-H agents and 4-H volunteer leaders in Ohio. A random sample of ten 4-H agents and 320 volunteer leaders was drawn from ten stratified and randomly selected counties and served with mail questionnaires. Measures of central tendency, percentage distributions, frequencies, t-tests of significance, Pearson correlation coefficients, Spearman rank order correlations, and point biserial correlations were employed in the analysis. No significant differences were found between 4-H agent and volunteer leaders on their perceptions of recruiting, training, and supervision. Significant differences existed between them on perceptions of motivation, recognition, and retention.

126 NAL Call No: S530.A4
Ohio 4-H agents' and volunteer leaders' perceptions of the volunteer leadership development program.
Kwarteng, J.A.; Smith, K.L.; Miller, L.E.
The Journal of the American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture v. 29 (2): p. 55-
Leadership Development

63; 1988. Includes references.

Language: English

Descriptors: Ohio; 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Voluntary services; Recruitment

127 NAL Call No: S544.3.T2G36
Organizational leadership expectations and leadership training required for effectiveness of county extension leaders in the University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service.
Ganter, Patricia Mann
1989.
1, viii, 173 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. Cover title. Includes bibliographical references (leaves 118-123).

Language: English

Descriptors: Agricultural extension work

Abstract: This descriptive study verifies leadership expectations and leadership training needs of the University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service county extension leaders. Ideal leadership abilities, competencies, and leadership training needs were identified.

128 NAL Call No: 275.28 J82
Our task is clear: developing community leadership.
Rohs, F.R.
Madison, Wis. : Extension Journal.

Language: English

Descriptors: Georgia; Marketing techniques; Community programs; Leadership; Training; Publicity sales promotion; Location theory; Prices; Educational programs; Cooperative extension service; Program effectiveness

Abstract: Four elements of a marketing strategy - product, price, promotion, and place - are examined to describe the process by which the Community Leadership Program in Georgia was implemented. Eight hundred and seventy people from 26 counties participated in the program in 1987. The author lists accomplishments of the program and its effect on the citizens and the community.

129 NAL Call No: aSD11.A42
Outdoor wilderness education, a leadership curriculum.
Raiola, E.O.

Fort Collins, Colo. : The Station.


Language: English

Descriptors: Wilderness; Educational programs; Leadership training

130 NAL Call No: HT401.S72
Palmetto Leadership and economic development.
House, V.W.; Singletary, L.A.
Mississippi State, Miss. : The Center.

Language: English

Descriptors: South Carolina; Leadership training; Community development; Rural communities; Economic development; Universities; Cooperative activities; Flow charts

131 NAL Call No: S533.F66F43
Parents.
Badman, S.; Bouyer, L.A.
Lafayette, Ind. : The Service.

Language: English

Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Youth programs; Parent participation; Leadership training

132 NAL Call No: 1 EX892EX
People make the difference!
Bassett, L.R.; Barron, J.C.

Language: English

Descriptors: North Dakota; West Virginia; North Carolina; Idaho; Educational programs; Leadership training; Workshops (programs); Women; Cooperative extension service
Quick Bibliography Series

133 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Pitfalls in leadership education.
Barrett, L.
Henry, Ill.: The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural education; Leadership training

134 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Practicing leadership concepts in Agricultural education.
Powers, L.
Henry, Ill.: The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Leadership training

135 NAL Call No: 321.8 J82
Preparing home economics leaders: critical skills.
Bands, K.C.
Language: English
Descriptors: Career choice; Career development; Aspirations; Leadership; Social barriers; Home economics; Education; Curriculum; Leadership training; Skills

136 NAL Call No: S95.E2
Preparing students for entrepreneurial challenges and opportunities in the 1990s.
Hudson, M.A.; Tyler, S.S.
Language: English
Descriptors: New York; Agricultural colleges; Leadership; Training; Entrepreneurship

137 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Principles of leadership, improving the educational processes for handicapped learners.
Dill, C.F.; Snook, M.R.
Henry, Ill.: The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural education; Leadership; Handicapped persons

138 NAL Call No: HM141.E9 1988
Proceedings of the Extension Leadership Development Seminar empowering adults as leaders through home economics programs. (Empowering adults as leaders through home economics programs.)
Bodkin, Sue; Bolton, Elizabeth B.
National Extension Homemakers Council (U.S.)
Extension Leadership Development Seminar 1988:
Gainesville, Fla.: University of Florida, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, [1988].
ix, 69 p.; 28 cm. Includes bibliographies.
Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; Home economics extension work

139 NAL Call No: HM141.L395 1989
Proceedings of the Leadership Development Seminar developing human capital through extension leadership programs. (Developing human capital through extension leadership programs Leadership development seminar.)
Bolton, Elizabeth B.; White, Lynn
Southern Rural Development Center, University of Florida, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, Texas A & M University
Mississippi State, Miss.: Southern Rural Development Center, [1989].
vii, 242 p.; 28 cm. Published by the Southern Rural Development Center with support from the University of Florida, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences and Texas A & M University. Includes bibliographical references.
Language: English
Descriptors: Leadership; Congresses
Abstract: This publication contains the proceedings of a conference on leadership development. The conference was held on the premise that leadership skills can be learned and that the persons who
Leadership Development

design the programs to develop the leadership of others need a vehicle for sharing expertise, ideas, and experiences. The purposes of the conference were to strengthen the leadership skills and competencies of the professionals who work to develop the leadership capabilities of others and to strengthen and broaden the knowledge base which supports research, teaching, and extension programs in leadership.

140 NAL Call No: 6 AR44
Project CENTRL readies rural leaders for Arizona's future.
Shannon, M.
Language: English
Descriptors: Arizona; Rural communities; Rural areas; Leadership training

141 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Promoting experiential leadership training for preservice students in agricultural teacher education.
Iverson, M.J.; Flanders, F.B.
Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural education; Teacher training; Leadership training

142 NAL Call No: S533.F66F43
Recreation.
Barkman, S.; Bouyer, C.J.
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Youth programs; Recreation; Planning; Leadership training

143 NAL Call No: HN49.C6F42
Research-practice linkages in community leadership development results of a national study.
Fear, Frank A.; Vandenberg, Lela; Thullen, Manfred
East Lansing?: Dept. of Resource Development, Michigan State University?, 1986?
Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; Community development; Leadership

144 NAL Call No: HN49.C6V36 1989
Research-practice linkages in extension leadership development programs focus on community leadership development programs: a report to the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, Iowa State University, Ames. (Research practice linkages in extension leadership development programs Extension leadership development programs/NCRCRD.)
Vandenberg, Lela; Fear, Frank A.; Thullen, Manfred
Ames, Iowa : North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, Iowa State University, [1989?].
Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; Community development; Leadership

145 NAL Call No: Z7164.C842V3
A review of literature on leadership with application to CES community leadership development programs.
Vandenberg, Lela; Thullen, Manfred; Fear, Frank A.
Michigan State University, Agricultural Experiment Station East Lansing? : Dept. of Resource Development, Michigan State University?, 1985?
p. 39-45 ; 28 cm. Cover title. Paper is a product of Project MICLO3268 of the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, funded by the North Carolina Regional Center for Rural Development, Iowa State University.
Quick Bibliography Series

Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; Bibliography; Community development; Bibliography; Leadership; Bibliography

146 NAL Call No: SS33.F66R3
Rhode Island 4-H leadership development impact study.
Bancroft, Jonathan Whitney; Yeiser, Gail Poffenberger,

Language: English
Descriptors: 4-H clubs; Rhode Island; Leadership
Abstract: This report assesses youth programs that develop leadership skills in order to determine the relationship between 4-H leadership development programs and adult leadership behavior. Adults with 4-H experience as youth and a sample of 4-H adults we re interviewed. 4-H experiences and adult leadership behavior are examined. Program methods were compared to determine how they relate to leadership development.

149 NAL Call No: HN49.C6J6
Rural leadership programs and changing participation of men and women in public affairs.
Cook, A.K.; Howell, R.E.; Weir, I.L.

Language: English
Descriptors: Pennsylvania; Montana; Rural communities; Men; Women; Citizen participation; Leadership training; Role perception

150 NAL Call No: HN79.A14R87
Rural revitalization update: Two groups plan joint conference.
Borich, T.

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Rural development; Economic development; Conferences; Leadership training; Workshops (programs)

151 NAL Call No: HD1775.V8H6
Rural Virginia's latent capacity for leadership.
Raflo, A.

Language: English
Descriptors: Virginia; Cabt; Leadership training; Rural areas; Community development

152 NAL Call No: HD1775.V8H6
Shaping the future: developing leadership in rural Virginia.
Tanner, M.C.

Language: English
Descriptors: Virginia; Leadership training; Rural communities; Cooperative extension service; Training courses
Leadership Development

153 NAL Call No: S451.W2W3

Shaping the future through leadership development.
Howell, R.E.; Bradish, D.
Pullman, Wash. : Washington State Agricultural Research Center, Experiment Station.

Language: English
Descriptors: Washington; Leadership training; Educational programs; Agriculture; Forestry

154 NAL Call No: BF723.L4

Significant adolescent leadership development experiences identified by established leaders in the United States.
Cox, Kathryn J.

Language: English
Descriptors: Youth; Leadership

Abstract: This descriptive study was designed to: (a) identify experiences recommended by established leaders for adolescent leadership development, (b) identify commonalities in the backgrounds of leaders, (c) discern whether relationships existed between the leaders' recommendations and backgrounds, and (d) discover what similarities existed between the leaders' recommendations and their personal experiences. A stratified sample of 1,000 leaders chosen randomly from 70 directories of established leaders in the United States were surveyed. The major adolescent leadership development experiences leaders recommended were: collaboration, personal characteristic development, mentors and nurturers, culture and citizenship, communications, management control, employment or internships, group leadership, formal education, and significant life experiences.

155 NAL Call No: HN49.C6S69

South-link 2000 leadership development in the South. (Leadership development in the South South link 2000.)
Southern Growth Policies Board, Tennessee Valley Authority

Language: English
Descriptors: Community leadership; Southern States; Leadership; Southern States; Management; Southern States; Handbooks, manuals, etc

156 NAL Call No: HD66.B54

Spectacular teamwork how to develop the leadership skills for team success.
Blake, Robert Rogers; Mouton, Jane Srygley; Allen, Robert L.

Language: English
Descriptors: Work groups; Reference works; Participative management; Teamwork; Management skills; Leadership training; Productivity; Guidelines

Abstract: A practical effective text for managers explains the dynamics of teamwork for developing and utilizing skills and talents of employees so that they are thinking and performing together at peak efficiency. Concepts and methods are presented that strengthen the possibility of participation of individuals by providing organization members with an understanding of what teamwork is and is not, and what is required in terms of insight, understanding, and behavioral skills for effective teamwork. Real-life situations in which actual work teams experience problems that impede the development of participation. Illustrations, guidelines, and checklists are provided throughout the text, and a model for theory-based team building is appended.

157 NAL Call No: 275.28 J82

Stepping up: training extension county directors.
Whiteside, J.E.; Bachtel, D.C.

Language: English
Descriptors: Georgia; Extension; Extension agents; Leadership training; Managers; Management education

158 NAL Call No: 321.8 J82

Student involvement now: AHEA leaders for the future.
Cummings, M.N.; Chamberlain V.M.; Felstehausen, G.
Take charge.
Cole, R.D.
Mississippi State, Miss. : The Center.

Teaching leadership: principles and approaches for an undergraduate leadership course.
Jimmerson, R.M.
Urbana, Ill. : National Association of Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture.

Teaching techniques.
Barkman, S.; Bouyer, C.J.
Lafayette, Ind. : The Service.

Teamwork, sharing build FCL Program.
Basset, L.R.; Barron, J.C.
Ames, Iowa : North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.

Teens reaching youth: developing teens to teach others.
Groff, J.M.
Madison, Wis. : Extension Journal.

Three paradigms for building leadership programs for economic development.
Peterson, M.
Mississippi State, Miss. : The Center.
Leadership Development

The Agricultural education magazine v. 64 (5): p. 4-6; 1991 Nov. Includes references.
Language: English
Descriptors: Clubs; Agricultural education; Leadership

167 NAL Call No: HN79.A14R87
Tomorrow’s leaders today: redefining the rural community.
Borich, T.O.; Foley, M.
Ames, Iowa : North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.
Language: English
Descriptors: Iowa; Rural communities; Community development; Regionalization; Leadership training; Extension education

168 NAL Call No: S530.A4
Transforming university programs of agricultural education.
Newcomb, L.H.
Carbondale, Ill. : American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Higher education; Teacher training; Extension education; Leadership training; International trade

169 NAL Call No: S530.A4
A twenty-year evaluation of the California agricultural leadership program.
Whent, L.S.; Leising, J.G.
Carbondale, Ill. : American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture.
Language: English
Descriptors: California; Leadership training; Program evaluation; Program participants; Program effectiveness; Curriculum; Educational reform

170 NAL Call No: 275.8 AG8
Value adding, the leadership component.
Mundt, J.P.
Henry, Ill. : The Magazine.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural education; Vocational training; Leadership training; Teaching methods; Value systems

171 NAL Call No: aSD433.A53
Valuing wilderness benefits: alternatives to economic measures.
Scott, A.C.
Asheville, N.C. : The Station.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Wilderness; Environmental education; Evaluation; Leadership training; Natural resources; Educational opportunities; Educational programs; Educational resources; Resource management

172 NAL Call No: S533.F66F43
A vision for strengthening local leadership: how to create an effective volunteer coordinator system.
Fox, W.
Lafayette, Ind. : The Service.
4-H - Purdue University Cooperative Extension Service (723): 42 p.; 1989 Feb. Includes references.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; 4-h clubs; Volunteers; Leadership training; Teaching materials; Roles; Extension agents

Abstract: This publication is written to guide a team of volunteers and salaried staff through the process of reviewing their current middle management system and creating a strengthened system. The guidepost model and L-O-O-P Model are both described and illustrated in the manual. The role of an Extension Agent who involves volunteer coordinators is described as well as 4 types of volunteer coordinator roles. There are 9 appendices which include a sample survey tool, 3 sample job descriptions for volunteer coordinators, a set of guidelines for providing feedback to volunteers and
sample organizational charts.

173  
NAL Call No: S451.N2I35
Volunteer leaders say 4-H a quality program.
Orr, J.
Language: English
Descriptors: Nebraska; 4-h clubs; Leadership training; Youth programs

174  
NAL Call No: S533.F66L432
Volunteer leadership: an alternative approach for 4-H.
Cherellia, B.O.
Auburn, Ala. : The Service. 
Language: English
Descriptors: 4-h clubs; Leadership; Volunteers; Leadership training

175  
NAL Call No: RM214.T66
Will the born leader please stand up?
Bellick, J.J.
Frederick, Md. : Aspen Publishers. 
Language: English
Descriptors: Management development; Leadership training; Education; Marketing techniques; Dietitians
Abstract: Evidence indicates that leaders are products of their personal experiences, training and education. This article will address techniques of persuasion as one set of tools with which a leader can succeed, that is, how a person can be successful as a leader (without implying that leadership is requisite for success).

176  
NAL Call No: S544.3.A2R47
Wiregrass Leadership Institute.
Carter, M.L.
Auburn University, Ala. : Alabama Cooperative Extension Service. 
Language: English

Descriptors: Alabama; Cabt; Community development; Leadership training; Community programs; Community involvement; Local government

177  
NAL Call No: Kit no.61
Working with our publics Model 3 Developing leadership developed by Lee J. Cary, Jack D. Timmons; project team: Tammy Klaproth, Donald W. Littrell; Edgar J. Boone, project director. (Developing leadership.)
Language: English
Descriptors: University extension; Study and teaching; Leadership; Teaching materials
Abstract: The series Working With Our Publics: In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension consists of seven independent training modules. Based upon needs and objectives identified by Extension professionals, the modules are designed to stand on their own as independent instructional packages, or to be used as a comprehens’’ series. Module 3: Developing Leadership. How to acquire and exercise leadership skills and how to identify, recruit, develop, and work with community leaders. Intended for all Extension professionals, the module is designed to improve participants' abilities to identify and involve lay leaders in Extension's clientele. (Twelve contact hours of training developed by Lee J. Cary and Jack D. Timmons, University of Missouri at Columbia).

178  
NAL Call No: 1 EX892EX
Youth as advocates.
Peterson, W.L.; Mullen, S.
Leadership Development

Language: English

Descriptors: Colorado; Cooperative extensions service; Community programs; Educational programs; Youth; Leadership training

179 NAL Call No: HN79.A14R87
Youth community leadership development program funded by NCRCRD.
Hougen, R.; Walker, D.
Ames, Iowa: North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.

Language: English

Descriptors: North central states of U.S.A.; Rural youth; Leadership training; Community development

180 NAL Call No: 100 N46SR no.672
The Youth Leadership Life Skills Development Scale an evaluation and research tool for youth organizations.
Dormody, Thomas J.; Seevers, Brenda S.,1955-; Clason, Dennis L.
Las Cruces, NM: New Mexico State University, Agricultural Experiment Station.
3 p. : form ; 28 cm. (Research report (New Mexico State University. Agricultural Experiment Station) ; 672.). Cover title. April 1993. Includes bibliographical references (p. 2).

Language: English

Descriptors: Young adults; Leadership

181 NAL Call No: HC107.A13A6
Youth workshop: ingredients for success.
Hoffman, C.; Baldwin, F.; Gridley, C.

Language: English

Descriptors: Youth; Leadership training; Workshops
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